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"We're often so sober-minded that we miss the
exhilaration, the thrill of the beautiful, of the
sublime, because we have come to take it all so
much for granted."
Archbishop Desmond Tutu
Seattle University, February 13, 2000

Letters to the Editor
Spectator Stories

There was a fiery editorial about whining

Stop wasting thepaper. Ourforests
have been depleted enough. With the
quality ofmaterialplaced in the SpectatorI
think Charmin two-ply might
be the preferredpaper stock.
I
have been stewingover the last issueof
The Spectator for a couple of days now. I
have attendedotheruniversities in theNorthwest that publish a dailynewspaper. In these
papers one may find informative reporting
and interestingcommentary. In thelastissue
of TheSpectatorit seemedas thoughlife did
not exist beyondthe perimeterofour campus.

residents of the Murphy Apartments, three
pages of boringclub sportshighlights, some
vague statements on the nature of gender
relations in society,and anice little Alice and
Jane story. Who cares?
Not a bit of news fit for the Maury Povich
show was printed in the last issue. With
Presidential primaries and caucuses, plane
crashes, war in the Middle East, and cargo
containers filled with illegalimmigrants, one
would think some decent stories could be
brainstormed.If it were not for the Security
Report, where Ifound that someone was
mindfully impaired enough to leave a bag
unattended for fifteen minutes and an auto
theft report,Iwouldhave completely wasted
the three seconds it took to bend over and
grab a copy of the paper. If you are short
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WE'VE BEEN THERE.
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material pull something off the Associated
Press.
Stop wasting the paper. Our forests have
been depleted enough. With the quality of
material placed in the Spectator I think
Charmin two-plymight be the preferred paper stock.
Sincerely,
Alan Gates
Senior, theology

political

Endorsement
[Bush 's)professedmentorandpersonalsaviorwouldneversupport these
policies. It seems supremely ironic
that Jesus is themostfamousvictim of
capital punishment.
Ifeel obliged to respond to Jay Balasbas'
Feb.3 article "Presidential campaign 2000."

B
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In his endorsement of Governor George W.
Bush for president, Mr. Balasbas showed
either an ignorance of facts or a deliberate
distortionof them.To state that"the primary
serves as a gauge of the strength of the
frontrunners" is unworthy of a knowledge-

able political science major. Early primaries
of small states barely reflect a candidate's
overall popularity. Senator McCain's campaign is certainly weaker than Gov. Bush's,
but the polls in South Carolina show him
gainingstrength;dismissing him out ofhand
is unwise.

HasGov.Bush's timeas governorofTexas,
as Mr.Balasbas claims, "given him the experience he needs to lead this country?" Iassume that Mr. Balasbas sees a correspondence between the chief executive of a state
andthe chief executive of thecountry. Ifthis
is so, then Imust question Mr. Balasbas'
knowledge of Texan state government. Unlike other highly populated states, Texas'
governor lacks significant executive power.
In that state,the statelegislature wieldscomparatively greaterpower,especially in bud-
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Mr. Balasbas further contends that Gov.
Bush's "recordas Governor of Texas speaks
for itself." Whatcomes tomind whenBush's
name issaid?Executionsand, strangely,Jesus.
As the Governor of Texas, George W. Bush
has overseen 119 executions. In a Jan. 7
article of the New York Times, Jim Yardley
compiled several worrisomelegal trendsoverseen by Gov. Bush. The Texas clemency
system (which consists of the 18 members
faxing in their evaluations of prisoners) has
been criticized by Amnesty International.
Gov. Bush vetoed a bill to provide a public
defender system independent of local judges
(the Houston Chronicle reports that defendants unable to afford their ownattorney are
twice as likely to go to jail as those who can
afford them). Ishe really "thebest reflection
of what this country is all about?"
Mr. Bush wins points with Christians in
this country bycalling Jesus themost influential political philosopher in his life, and yet
we cannot assume that Gov. Bush glances at
his WWJD braceletwhenever he has to make
a tough political decision.His professedmentor and personal savior wouldnever support
thesepolicies. Itseems supremely ironic that
Jesus is the most famous victim of capital
punishment.
Ifully support Mr. Balasbas' right to endorse a presidential candidate, but Iwould
hope that his reasons for doingso wouldbe
original (or at least specific) and embrace the
entirecandidate. The Spectator'sreadership
deserves nothing less.
Julie Weiskopf
Junior, English/history
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The Spectator is theofficial student
newspaper of Seattle University. It
is published every Thursday,except
duringholidays andexamination
periods, for a totalof 28issues
during the 1999-2000 academic year.
POSTMASTER:Send address
changes to: The Spectator, Seattle
University, 900 Broadway,Seattle,
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Desmond Tutu

GRATITUDE.
KATIE CHING
Managing Editor

the bodies to burn
But in the face ofsuch atrocity, the

Archbishop still preached love and
understanding. Heheld his beliefs in
Emeritus Desmond Tutu, a Nobel laureate, the" inherent goodness of humanity.
recipient of numeroushonorary degrees and
For God says, 'You know, Icreformer leader of the Episcopalian church in ated you forgoodness. I
created you
South Africa, did not havethe right to vote in for transcendence. Icreatedyou for
his native South Africa.
love.I
createdyou forpeace,for laughLastSunday,standing onConnolly Center's ter, for caring, for sharing, for comnorth court. Archbishop Tutu spoke of his passion. Icreated you for family. I
struggle for the vote, for equality and for created you for togetherness.'"
social justice. He spokeof reconciliationand
His message was given with unexforgiveness,truth and love.
pected vibrance and energy. As FaThe university conferred anhonorary doc- ther StephenSundborg,SJ stated, the
torate upon the Archbishop, citing his ex- university had expected the Archtraordinary work in the fight against Apart- bishop to be quite "frail" because of
BROOKE KEMPNEH / PHOTO EDITOR
heid and his leadership with the Truth and his recentbattle withprostate cancer.
Reconciliation Commission.
The Archbishop was far from frail.
Archbishop Tutu's visit to Seattle Univer- Heheld the audience'sattention with ArchbishopEmeritusDesmondTutudelivers the keynoteaddressat lastSunday 'sconvocation
sity follows the December visit of former sarcasm, humor and his message of on Connolly Center's north court. The university conferred an honorary Doctor ofHumane
Letters, honoris causa on the Archbishop, recognizingthe work he has done to bring about
South Africanpresident NelsonMandelaand truth and love.
peace
andreconciliation in South Africa.
Machel,
wife,
Grac,a
his
Chancellor of the
For Alex Coleman ('66), ArchUniversity ofCape Town. Archbishop Tutu bishop Tutu's address gave him peraddressed a crowd of over1000 SUstudents, spective on his understanding of hufaculty, staff andalumni.
manity. "The universalityofthehuman spirit, violencethat stillexists in ourculture today Connolly Center. Guests were seated on a
us,
gives
up on that is what struck me. He was not only
"God believes in and God
He spoke of the hope that in the new first come, first serve basis. Despite the
no one," Archbishop Tutu told the crowd.
humorous, but he was so captivating," millennium, humanity willcome to a greater excitement over the Archbishop's visit,over
understandingof our shared human experi- 50 seats remained empty during the cerHis address emphasized that God's love Colemansaid.
ence.
racial,
emony.
transcends
economic and cultural
Coleman's wife Mona also attended the
ceremony,
people
KerryGodes,Director ofPublic Relations,
He
need
For
those
whoattended
the
the
spoke
ceremony.
kindergarten
boundaries.
of the
for
A
teacher in the
tosee themselves asone family, to see others, Bethell School District, she was similarly chancetohearArchbishop's messageof hope stated that no one was turned away at the
regardlessoftheirdifferences,asmembersof impressed by the Archbishop's speech. As was certainly a rare opportunity. Those who door.
humanity.
an educator, she plans to bring the took advantage of the chance to hear the
The Archbishop spoke from his experi- Archbishop's message and history back to Archbishop speak found a new awareness of
ences in the struggle for freedom and his the classroom.
the strides that oursociety must take to find
work with the TRC. Thecrowd fell silent as
The universality of the Archbishop's mes- peace
herecalled thehorrible confessionsof tortur- sage was found in the connections he made
"Ithink weneedto work hardwithholding
Archbishop Tutu's Sunday
ers and instigators of racial violence.
with countries and people throughout the hands with other races and to have more
address at Seattle University is
peace in our world," Louise Niemi, ('5l)
He told of thegruesome murders that took world.
place,and howtorturers wouldburn thebodavailable on The Spectator's website at
Archbishop Tutuspoke of the injustices of commented.
Because tickets werenot beingdistributed http://www.seattleu.edu/student/spec.
ies of their victims. He toldof how some of American history, of the Holocaust, of the
these people callously held barbecues and atomic bombs dropped on Hiroshima and priorto the event,hoursbefore theceremony
All photos of Archbishop Tutu by Brooke
began,community
as
memberslinedupoutside
Photo Editor.
pass
they
Kempner,
Nagasaki.
drank beer to
the time
waited for
He reminded the audience of the
For the greater part of his life, Archbishop
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News
Feminism has a new place on SU's campus
February17, 2000

Jennifer elam
Staffßeporter

At last week's first sessionof the
"Feminist Reflections" series, English professor Dr. Sharon
Cumberland revealed a secret that
brought giggles fromheraudience.
She willingly based her presentationaroundherobsession with AntonioBanderas.
The lectureentitled "Off Center:
NewImages ofFemale Power" was
the first in the "Feminist Reflections" series, which took place on
campus last Thursday and Friday.
The firstdiscussion on Thursday
night in the Barman Auditorium
included a presentation by
Cumberland onInternet fan fiction,
particularly fiction written about

Antonio Banderas, and a presenta- Provost's Office, Gaffney Chair,
tion by Dr. Mara Adelman and Women's Center,Dean ofArtsand
"We wanted a theme that was
Sciences, Philosophy Department interdisciplinary, that is, a theme
Mahela Shaw from the communi'
cationdepartmentonwomen sbod- and Women's Studies.
that wouldlikelybe studiedbymany
ies and the sexuality of retail enThe theme of private and public of ourfaculty, whatever theirdiscicounters.
was chosen as the topic because pline," said Dr. Maria BullonThe presentation also included a
viewingof the video"BeyondConsumption: Retail at the Edge,"pro50 percent
duced by Shaw,aseniorcommuni- "The very
cation major.
population to [the
a
The "Feminist Reflections" series was the first of itskind at Se- political attitude and decision on
part
attle University and dealt with the
the male power structure,"
issueof private and public, and the
relationship between the personal
dr.hamida Bosmajian, Englishprofessor
political.
and the
The conference was sponsored
by the Core Program, Matteo Ricci "traditionally, women have been Fernandez,also anEnglishprofesCollege,Pigott-McConeChair,Col- consigned to the 'private sphere,' sor and amember of the planning
lege Relations, Honors Program, but the private has alwaysbeen po- committee.
litical in that the very fact of
AccordingtoBullon-Fernandez,
cosigning 30 percentof the popula- acall went out for papers in Dec.
tion to itimplies a political attitude 1998 to allSU faculty. Allofthose
anddecision onthe partof themale who submitteda proposal were inpower structure," said Dr.Hamida cluded in the conference.
Bosmajian,an Englishprofessorand
The conference began on Thursamember of the planning commit- day afternoon with a welcome by

fact ofcosigning

of the

private sphere] implies
the
of

ASSU candidates
have their say.

..

Withprimary elections on Tuesday,candidatesfor ASSU's
threeexecutive positions let youknow why they would be
the best for the job.

Candidates for President:

HUI'ONANI
I
HAWAII CLUB
T-SHIRT SALES

anorganization, suchasstudent government,and tostrengthen thespirit
here onour campus.This willbe accomplishedby working oncauses
that the students finds necessary for us to work on. Ifind it my
responsibility to dedicate my time and energy towards this cause.

Wednesday,

-

Virgil Damaoan 1believethatI
posses thequalitiesnecessary to lead

-

Joe Tynan Isee a problem with the way ASSU is construed by the
student body. Ibelieve that we need to retool the ASSU into a more

When:

Father Stephen Sundborg, SJ,university president. The keynote address was then given by Christine
DiStefano, a professor of political
science from the University of
Washington and the only member
of the conference who was not SU
faculty.
Dinner was later served for all
participants,and theeveningended
with the first session of the series,
by Cumberland and Adelman.
The nextfivesessions of the conference took place on Friday and
were heldinthe Pigott Building; all
sessions dealt with public and private and the relationship between
the personal and the political.
These sessions included discussions on women as property, the
voiceof womenin thehome and at
work, the construction of family
and the public persona,public figures and private maneuvers, and
feminism in the CORE.
Bullon-Fernandez and Dr. Tom

See Reflections page 13
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mature andstableinstitutionthatstudentscanparticipateinand thatalso
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is recognized as an integral part ofSUpolicy creation.

-

Scott VanAmburg Seattle Universitymakes a lot ofcash, yet student
servicesaresubstandard.Themoney wespend onnew buildings should
be spent onfaster,better foodfor theChieftain and ColumbiaSt. as well
as improvements to theUniversity Services Building.Lawstudents and
teachers at Casey Commonsget better food. Why?

Where:
Pigott Atrium

For Sale: T-shirts, longsleeve
sweaters & SWeatpantS

Candidates for Vice-President of Finance:
- Iwant the students to see a change in our
Christopher
Quach

community. But most importantly, Iwant the students to see me, Chris
Quach,as another student, a student serving on their behalf. Because in
ASSU, it's allabout the students.

-

Steve Sullivan Ican bring dedication and motivation to the VicePresident of Finance position that sets me apart from other candidates.
My currentparticipationincludes varsityswimming,intramural athletics,
and club activities. Ialso attend countless SU events. As VP my
incredible enthusiasm and leadershipability would directly benefit the
student body.

-

NicRomero 1am running for VP ofFinance to continue building a
base of student empowerment. The budget for clubs on campus is
grosslylow.I
haveexperiencedealing withadministration andbusinesses
can
that
contribute to the overall student benefit.

Candidatesfor Vice-PresidentofStudent Affairs:
Michelle Kallen 1hope that lamelected Vice President of Student
can helpstudentsbe involved.Idon'tbelieve thatI
Affairs so thatI
alone
hope that
know what will get students to have more school spirit, so I
my fellow students will tell me what will work for them.

leadership In Society"
-a new class offered to all
Seattle University
" students.

" personal leadeiship exploration
" career skills and interests discovery
"
tun learning
" have
course ends before finals!
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Jacob Dixon 1know how tointeract and communicate with people. I
am constantly working on my communication skills. Ithink that
ASSU's biggest failing right now is the failure to communicate with
their constituents.Communication builds community,and community
makes for abetter school. Any of the candidates could do this,but will
they? Iam making it my goal.

-

AngelaRivieccio 1feelthat lamthe best candidate for Vice President
ofStudent Affairs becauseIwill listen to what the issues are and what
needs to be fought for. Also, Iam person who is extremely motivated
and dedicated to everything thatIaminvolvedin.Iwill fight and work
for the students because you (the student) deserve nothing less.

The Spectator

MGMT 191 isa 2-Credit course.It's highly interactive and emphasizes experiential
learning.Meeting times are as follows: (3:30-5:30) April 19th, April 26th,May 3rd,May
10th,and a retreat from 2 p.m., Friday May sth5 th through 5:00 p.m., Sunday May 7lh

.

Register for Course #01561

(Call Professor Greg Prussia for more information at 296-2514)
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Condom resolution passes in ASSU
Amy baranski

explained,

Staff Reporter

Unbeknownst toLvi,theUW Virology Research Clinic had
Last Tuesdaynight ASSU passed condoms available ontheir table as
a resolution encouraging the Se- a partof their presentation.
attle University administration to
'Theirgivingoutof condomshad
discontinue its prohibition of con- to do with what they deal with, it

UW's table to remove their free
condoms.

According to Lvi, Dr. Mara
Adelman, Associate Professor of
Communication, approached her
and asked whether that rule was a
written policyand by what author-

Peter Koski, who then was contacted by severalofMara's students

mission,"Father Sundborg said

regardingthe policy.

portantpartofhuman relationships.

Thesimple distribution ofcondoms
all it does is say 'okay this is a
way of having sex,' and it doesn't
policiesduring
domdistribution
last say anything more than that. It
doesn't educate around that," Father Sundborg said.
"I flatly disagree with Father
Sundborg's statement that one cannothavespiritual ormeaningful sex

On behalf of student concern
abouttheissue, Koski askedFather
StevenSundborg,SJaboutthe con-

dom distribution by students and
student organizations on campus
property.

A spur ofcontroversyabout condom distribution on campus came
to lightduring last week's Health
Fairhosted by thePre-Health club.

Atrium.

...

withacondom.Furthermore,1think

Marissa Lvi,a graduateassistant

for the Health and Wellness Center, and Mark Shaw, the program
coordinator for the Wellness and
Prevention center, coordinated the
fair that was held in the Paccar

"We believe sexuality is an im-

wasn'tlike they were just giving
thepi out for no reason," Lvi said.
According to Lvi, a student told

"Wehad about 20 different orga- her that it was against SU's institunizations whobrought information tionalpolicy to allow public distrirelated to health and wellness, like bution ofcondoms.
brochures and other freebees,"Lvi
Lvi then proceeded to ask the

Tuesday's ASSU meeting

ity she was stopping the UW booth
from having condoms available.
"People are talking on this authority, and Iwant to know, where
is the agency?" Adelman
' said.
Lvireferred Adelman s questions

Father Sundborg said that as far
as he knows there is no written

that it is anachronistic and oppressive to regulate student's behavior
based on theJesuit's understanding
of,andprescription for, sexualrelations. The purpose of condoms is
not to encourage casual sex but to
prevent STDs and pregnancy,"
Koski said.

policy regarding condom distribu-

Father Sundborg also explained
thatcondomdistribution wouldgive

tion.

"Public distribution of condoms

to ASSUVicePresidentofFinance,

is contrary with our University's

See Condoms page 13

Welfare Simulation opens student's eyes about poor
JENNIFER ELAM
Staff Reporter

this:lineduparoundthe wallsof the
Campion Ballroom were tablesthat
representedvarious community services, including employment and
Welfare is no game
Universitynursing
Seattle
seniors welfare offices, a quick cash, pawnfound this out in a Welfare Simula- shop, police station, bank, utility
tion organized by the Nursing company and grocery store.
Community volunteersfrom supSchool and the Leadershipand Service Office that was held in the port centers such as YeslerTerrace
CampionBallroom on Feb. 15.
and the Seattle Perry-Natal TreatMaureen Niland, a nursing faculty member, explained that this is
the fourth year that nursing seniors
haveparticipated in the simulation.
The simulation went a littlelike

In the center of the room were
family households representedby
groups of chairs.
The families were as varied as
possible, containing children of all
ages, elderly relatives and single

four fifteenminute periods,eachpe-

riod symbolizing one
week.
Each fam-

parents.

ily had the
same set of

Somemembers of the household

were alreadyemployed, but many
had to find jobs through the unemment Center ran the servicetables. ployment office.
The goal of the simulation for
The volunteers werelow-income
community members who have participants was tomaintaina famsome experience with the welfare ily and a job for one month.

ground
rules, which

included everything the
family
representedby
would need
Each month was

system.

to survive, a
budget sheet

Nursing students trying to survive a month on welfare.

and requirements for maintaining many of the families focused on
finding enough money to buy the
the family.
At the end of the first week pe- required $100 worthof groceries.
riod,Jane Peterson,aprofessor from
Also present at the simulation
the Nursing School and the director was a thief whose identity was unof the simulation, announced that known to the participants. The unno families had eaten during the known thief stole various items,
first week.
suchas televisions,stereosand jewDuring the second week period, elry.
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Seattle University study abroad programs
Did you know that Seattle
University has an exchange
Program in Korea? Come to the

International Studies Office 3rd floor
Casey, X5380 to find out more.
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Rally for justice:
SU students marchfor
farmworkers' rights

SECURITY REPORT
Jim Rennie
Staff Reporter

AMY BARANSKI
Staff Reporter

annual march for farm worker justice. In support of Gov. Gary
Locke's request for farm worker

At noon onPresident's Day, Seattle University and University of

housing, about 300protestersgathOn Feb.8, a campus community
ered in Olympia on March 1 last membercontactedthe CampusPubyear.
lic Safety office to report an indeRicardo Sanchez, the director of cent exposure incident which had
the FarmworkerJustice Project at occurred a week earlier.
Concilio for the Spanish Speaking,
Thecomplainant toldsecurity she

Washington students will join other
protestersina demonstration against

"guestworker" legislation.
legislation has

EUuestworker"

idescribedbyLatinoleadersas

has united SU and UW students to
ffort tosanction indentured ser- fight for farm worker rights.
vitude. It has beencompared to the
Sanchez is focused on gaining
Bracero program prevelent during supportfrom theundergradutecomthe 1940s in which U.S. immigra- munity at SU.
tion services filled labor shortages
"We want to get students in SU
withmillions of Mexican workers. logos out there to represent
According to the state's estima- [farmworkers]," Sanchez said.
tion, about 250,000 Mexican farm
SU and UW students havebeen
housing
planning
lack sufficient
and
the upcomingdemonstraleft to live on river banks or tion with the Hispanic Organizads.
tion for Legal Advancement.
The opposition argues thatif the
Joaquin Hernandez,a secondyear
legislationwas passed,it wouldbe SU law student, is helping to orgaharder for migrant workers to gain nize and strengthen the SU continadequatehousing.
This demonstrationis the second
See Rally page 13

frkers

New's notes
Shaft your roommate

Are you tiredof your roommatestaring out of the window for hours
onend,holdingback tearsofloneliness?Findyourroommate adate and
send them to the annualShaft dance, occurringSaturday from 9p.m. to
1a.m. in the Pigott Atrium.
Sponsoredby theResidence Hall Association, this year'sShaft sports
a festive MardiGras theme, complete with masks, beads,karaoke and
casino games. Free caricatures and mocktails, along with deejayed
music from Full Effect, willbe on hand.
Tickets are $10 for one,$18 for a couple and $45 for agroup of six.
They available at the Campus Assistance Center and the Columbia

inmi< i:m

exposi hi:

wasonthe3rd floorofthe library on
Wednesday, Feb. 2, between
2 and 4 p.m. The victim re- r~
ported that amanhad exposed
and fondled himself in front
of her.
The man is describedas an
African American male,about
35 yrs. old, bald, 510", of
largebuild,and wearinga tan
suit coat with pants and an
open shirt.
The victim soon left the

hadbeen taken fromthe sthlevelof
the Murphy garage.
Theownerhadleft the bike inthe
garageonJan. 1 1 and then returned
to find it missing on Feb. 6. The
cable lock used to secure the bike
had been cut.

FALLING CONTAINER
A CPSofficer observed an individual throwinga 20 oz.container,

AUTO THEFT & RECOVERY
Between2 p.m. and5:30 p.m. on
Feb. 9, a campuscommunity member had her vehicle stolen from a
parking space near 12th and E.Columbia. The victim immediately
reported the incident to the CPS
office and the SeattlePolice.
The vehicle was recoveredthree
to four days later. The vehicle was
foundinan apartmentcomplexparking lot located approximately
a mile from the campus

MUST SEE TV
An anonymous caller ad-

vised the CPS office of a suspiciousperson in the 7th floor
lounge of Campion Hall,
watching television.
CPS staff responded and
found an individual matching
the reporteddescriptionin the
lounge.
Theindividual was found to
havenoaffiliation withtheuniversity nor anyone living in
the residence hall.
The individual was criminally
trespassed from the building by

area,and theindividual made
no apparent effort to follow

her.
The victimreported shehas
not seen the person since and

would contact CPS immediately if she did. SeattlePolice were filled withliquid, out of a residence
advised of the reported informa- hall window.The object struck the
tion.
north entryway toCampion Tower. SeattlePolice.
Uponquestioning, theindividual
BIKE THEFT
admitted to throwing the object.
The incident was forwarded to
Information inSecurity Report
A campus community member the residence hall student conduct is providedby the Seattle Univerreported thattheir Redlinedirtbike

system.

sityDepartmentof PublicSafety.

abound campus...
MollyMcCarthy

StaffReporter

SUForensics
TheSU forensics team has been very successful lately.The debaters
have finishedthe last three major Northwest tournamentsin first, first,
and second place,respectively.
The team will next competein the University of Kansas "Heartof
America Tournament."
Upcoming WestCoast meets include the Western States CommunicationConference tournamentin SacramentoandtheNorthwest ChampionshipsinOregon,followed by theNationalsinNebraskaandKansas
City.

Art Fest 2000
All week long, there havebeen activities for Seattle University Art
Fest 2000.
From acoustic guitar player Damir and storyteller PatPeterson to a
performanceby JetCity Improv and wax hand sculptures, SU students
have had the opportunity to participate and witness several artistic
For those whohave not yet participated in Art Fest, itis not

Itivties.

Today at 11a.m. there will be an ArtFest gallery in the SUB'upper
ink and at 11:30 a.m. in the SUB first floor, those interested can
gister for aSpam carving contests. Carvings will be judgedat 1p.m.
The week will wrapup at 6 p.m. with the Art Fest reception in the
JB upperbunk.
For more information about Art Fest 2000, contact Meganat (206)
'6-6042.

newstips@seattleu.edu

The Spectator News Department has a brand new e-mail address:
newstips@seattleu.edu.
We're looking for ideas from allcorners ofcampus, and things that
are happening off campus too.
Send us anything from events and issues to extracurricular and
academic department news.
Please include contact information so we can get back to you if

NO SCHOOL ON FRIDAY!
Seattle University willobservePresident's Day this Friday. Enjoy your day off in honor of allthose
dead whiteguys who made the U.S. what it is now.
{FIESTA CALIENTE!
Alianza, withthehelp ofMEChA and SWE willhost"FiestaCaliente:Baila Conmigo"onFriday,Feb.
18,in the Campion Ballroom.Ticketsare $7at the door.Thefiesta willfeaturelivemusic by Cambalache,
authentic catered food and Salsa dancing. This event is sponsored by OMSA and ASSU.

UNCLE VANYA
The place to be over the next week is in the audience as SU Drama presents Uncle Vanya, Anton
Chekhov's classic. Performances areMonday,Feb.2 1 throughSaturday, Feb. 26 at7:30 p.m.There will
also be a performance at 2:30p.m. on Sunday,Feb.27.Tickets are $5 for SU students, faculty andstaff.
CONFLICT, DEATH, AND RESURRECTION
Father Topel, the Stamper Chair of Catholic Traditions, will present "Consequencesof Vision and
Mission: Conflict, Death, and Resurrection," on the suppression and restoration of the Jesuits, on
Monday, Feb. 21, from 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.in the Wyckoff Auditorium.

DALAI LAMA VS RAYWATCH
John C. Ryan, the director of research for Northwest Environment Watch, will speak on campus
Tuesday,Feb. 22, from 3:30 p.m. to 5 p.m. in the Casey Atrium. Ryan's latestbook, Seven Wonders:
Everyday Thingsfora Healthy Planet,discusses what he calls the "Dalai Lama test": can everyone on
the planet use them without overwhelming the natural world?
L'ARCHE: THE DANCE OF COMMUNITY
Members of the Seattle L'Arche community will share their experiences of living in Christian
communities designed to take care of developmentally disabled adults at a Soup with Substance on
Thursday, Feb. 24 at noon in Casey Commons.Please RSVP withCampus Ministry at 296-6079.
IN THE KINSEY GALLERY
"Biblical Art for the New Millennium,"paintings and prints byJohn August Swanson, is currently on
displayin the KinseyGallery TheGallery islocated next totheDean's office onthe firstfloor of theCasey
Buildingandis open from 10a.m. to noonand from 1p.m. to 4 p.m.on weekdays.Theexhibit is amazing
— check it out before it leaves on Friday,Feb. 25.

.

No one will come to your event if no one knows about it. So tell them. E-mail Molly McCarthy at
mcubed@seattleu.edu.
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Editorial
Don't prohibit condom

distribution
For too long, theissues ofbirth control, contraception and sex before
marriage havebeenignored on Seattle University's campus. For toolong,
the university community has abided by an unwritten policy a kindof
don't ask, don't tell guideline that keeps these issues frombeing brought
into open dialogue.
But the ASSU Council took a risky step this past week as the council
passed a resolution to resolvethat the administration endits prohibitionof
condomdistribution oncampus. According to universitypresident Father
Stephen Sundborg, SJ, there is no official written policy on the issue.
However,the distributionofcondoms on school propertygoesagainst the
university'smission as a Catholic institution.
Catholicdoctrine dictates thatsexualintercourse is a sacred actbetween
husband and wife. Thisbeliefis basedoncenturiesof tradition and a world
that has long since passedinto history. The fact is,the world has changed

—

since the Catholicchurch definedits missionand built its foundations.
We live in a society which no longer conforms to the doctrine of one
institution. We live in a societyin whichindividualsdemandfreedomof
choice, in which people are encouraged to discover and define their own
personalities and desires.
Sex before marriage happens— even Catholics have sex before marriage. It's up to those involved to behave responsibly and accept the
decisions they have made. The church has expressed its concern that
premaritalsex belittlesthebondbetweenhusbandand wife,thatit does not
foster a healthyrelationship.
It's narrow-minded to believe that just because two people are not
married they are not committed to each other, that they do not love each
other as much as those who have passed through the sacrament of

marriage. In today's world,economics, race, career choices and family
factorsinto marriage.

We cannot ignore this issue any longer. Therisks of contracting fatal

Roe vs. Wade:
the most frequently misquoted
case in

America

diseases, and therisks ofspreading thosefatal diseases, are toogreat. To
prohibit thedistribution ofcondoms oncampusis to put the community's

health at risk. It is to say that AIDS is no longer an issue. It is to say that
the spreadof STDsis notaconcern It is tosay thatthe universityis willing
to turn a blind eye in the name of an unrealisticideal.
The challenge of this issue will be in our willingness to listen to the
spectrum of arguments involved.The challengewillbe in ourability to try
to understand others' perspectives and viewpoints. To this challenge, we
remember the importance of our health, our community and ourrespect
and understanding ofeach others' beliefs.

Tom

.

Archbishop Tutu
preaches reconciliation
He spoke of genocide, hatred, atomic warfare and violence. He spoke
of love, forgiveness and reconciliation. For Archbishop Desmond Tutu,
the violence and hatred we have inflicted upon each other in the last
century is followedbyourenormouscapacity for loveand understanding.
The unnecessary deaths of millions in warfare are proceeded by the
confessions and testimony of perpetrators attempting to reconcile their
crimes.
Archbishop Tutu brought his message of universal humanity and the
need for forgiveness to Seattle University last Sunday as he was awarded
an honorarydoctorateofhumanities. Archbishop Tutu spoke to a crowd
—
of just over 1000 SU students, faculty and staff a disappointing turnout
for a leader whoplayed an integralrollin the end to Apartheid.Duringthe
ceremony,over50 seats remained empty.
Communitymembershad to line upoutsideConnolly Centerbefore the
event to receive tickets. Perhaps it was the fact that the ceremony took
place ona Sunday,whenmany studentsleave campus,or the fact thatit was
not as publicized as theNelsonMandela/ Gra^a Machel convocation,that
thenorth court never filled to capacity.
It was disappointing that Archbishop Tutu spoke to several rows of
empty seats, disappointing that not morepeoplehad thechance tolisten to
the words of a man who lived through and foughtinjustice.
But for those of us whodidhave the chance to sitin the north court and
listen to his words, it wasa chance to witness a part of history,achance to
listen to a man who helped to bring an end to a form of hatred and
oppression that was sanctioned by a government and,for decades,ignored
by the a great majority ofthe international community.

The Spectator Editorial Board consists of
Steven P. Ford, Katie Ching and Sonia Ruiz.
Signed commentaries reflect the opinions of

the authors and not necessarily those of the
Spectator, Seattle University or its student
body.
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information atleast 24hours before
the operation("informedconsent").
Second, parental consent was re-

quired for minors. Finally,spousal
notification was required for married women.
Spectator
The court allowed the parental
consent and informed consent requirementstostand,butstruckdown
ment, thepatient'spregnancyshould the spousal notification requirebe terminated." The end result is ment.
In addition, the Court said that
that first trimester abortions are almost always legal, and the only "The fact that a law which serves a
permissible restrictions areonesthat valid purpose, has the incidental
relate to propermedicalprocedures. effect of makingit more difficult or
On the flip side, the court nar- more expensive toprocure an aborrowed the rule for later abortions. tion cannot be enough to invalidate
After the fetus is viable,that is,able
So, the state can make it difficult
to survive outside the womb, the
and
even
or
very expensive to get an abor"regulate,
prostate can
tion,
as long as the Courts think it
except
scribe abortion
where it is
necessary, in appropriate medical does not constitute an "undue burjudgment, for the preservation of den." That is, in a general sense,
the life orhealth of the mother." In where the lawstands.
other words,after the first trimester
The Supreme Court observed in
—
ends some 90 to 100 days astate Roe that this subject inspires "...
can enact an outright ban onabor- deep and seemingly absolute contions.The justification used by the victions ..." Based on the general
court was that the Statehas aninter- outline above,Iwould suggest that
est in the health of the mother, but all sides of this debate take a deep
also in "protecting the potentiality breath, and relax.
of humanlife."
The rule as it stands now is a
This rationale sounds unneces- compromise between health, life
—
sarily Orwellian/Huxleyan the and constitutional rights.Making it
statehaving an interest in more ba- totally legal overrides our collecbies? Maybe the state should start a tive interest in preserving life, but
—
public servicecampaign "Justsay restrictingitinfringesupon therights
Breed." Despite the somewhatodd of individuals.
Hopefully, this information will
character of this rationale, it has
come up in subsequent cases on at least allow everyone to see that
abortion.
theother sidedoeshave a point,and
The issue in Casey v. Planned is not necessarily possessed by an
Parenthood was what wouldconsti- "absolute conviction."
tute an "undue burden" onobtaining anabortion. Casey was decided
in 1992, anddealt with the legality
of a PA statute that had several Tom Kelly is a second year law
provisions that were at issue.First, student. His e-mail address is
the woman had tobe givenspecific zarathustra @attglobal.net.

Kelly

Columnist

The most frequently misquoted
case in America is Roe v. Wade.
Thiscase stands at the center ofthe
abortion hurricane, but is almost
totally obscured by confusing media coverage and limited public
awareness. Further, this case has
been substantially altered by later
decisions, the most notable being
reCasey v. Planned Parenthood.I
cently finished a ConstitutionalLaw
class at SU'slaw school,andhere's
what Ifound.
First, Roe v. Wade was a case
about a statute in Texas that outlawed abortions except for the purposeof savingthe life ofthemother.
The United States Supreme Court
ruled that the right to privacy was
broad enough to covera woman's
choice to terminate a pregnancy.
However, this fundamental change
was not a complete legalizationof

abortion.
In Roe, the Court also held that

the state canoutlaw abortionsunder
certain circumstances. The rule
adopted by the court was an attempt
tobalance theinterestsofthemother

with the state's interest in protecting life. The court crafted a rule
based on the trimesters of pregnancy. According to Roe, before
theendof the first trimester, a state
can "regulate the abortion procedure in ways that are reasonably
related to maternal health." However, theattending doctor"is free to
determine, without regulation by
the State, that, inhis medical judg-

...

—
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Re-examining justice: the slow process of
abolishing the death penalty in the U.S.
Mahela
Shaw
Spectator Columnist
Innocentpeopleshouldnot beon place
Illinois' problem is not unique.
death row.
Anthony Porter was on Illinois' Ournationhas a history of sending
death row for fifteen years. Within innocent people to death row.
Nationwide, 85 death-row intwo days of his execution,a group
ofstudent journalistsat Northwest- mates have been found innocent
ernUniversity uncoveredevidence and set free since 1973, according
used to prove his innocence. He to the Death Penalty Information
was set free lastyear.
Center.
One, single, innocent person on
Porter's story is not unique
Illinois,
In
thirteen death-row death row is already one too many.
inmates have been found innocent But how can wecontinue toturnour
and releasedafter their cases were heads away from85 people wrongly
reopenedtoexamine new evidence, sentenced to death?
testimonies and DNA testing.
There are unfair trials in capital
The fact that more death-row in- cases. Ina recent study by the Chimates have been exonerated than
cago Tribuneof300capital cases,it
executed in Illinois since 1987 was reported that attorneys who
prompted Gov.GeorgeRyan toan- were later disbarred or suspended
nounce a moratoriumon the death had represented 33 death-row inmates.Forty-six caseshadreliedon
penalty two weeks ago.
Illinois is the firstof the 38 states testimonies from jailhouse inforthat have the death penalty to pass mants, arguably the least reliable
a moratorium to postpone all executions until a thorough investigation of the legal system takes

sources

Evidence of institutional racism
is also a serious obstacle to fair

trials.Discrimination is evident in
the fact that the overwhelming majority of death row inmates are
young, black men, many of whom
were sentenced by all white juries.
The impediment to fair trialsthat
Ifind most disturbing is that judges
may now refuse to retry a case of a
convicted death-row inmate when
thereisnew evidence ofinnocence.
The Anti-Terrorism and EffectiveDeathPenalty Actof1996made
such refusals legal. It states that a
federal judge can reverse a state
court conviction only if it breaks
federal law. But the law leaves the
door open for judges to refuse reversing all other convictions, includingcapital cases that may have
new evidence.
In effect, the law has made it

possible toignore the right to a writ
of habeas corpus.
Recently,DNA testinghas revolutionized the ability to determine
guilt,but Ifear that it may not have
the chance to determine innocence.
A measurerecentlypassed inTexas
that wouldexpedite theappealsprocess in capital punishment cases.
As far as Iam concerned, an
innocentpersonkilled for thecrimes

ofanother amountsto murder. And
thecheek-turningpolicy ofourgovernment is unforgivable.
The reality is that our legal system is making fatal mistakes. Our
governmentshould notexecuteanyone untilithasbeendeterminedthat
no innocent people are on death
row.Humanlife deserves as much.
Still, progress happens slowly.
Last year, Nebraska approved a
moratorium, only to have it vetoed
by their governor.New Hampshire,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania have
attempted it, but their measures
never made it far from the ground.
Now, as Illinois has made
—
ground breakingprogressinsimply establishing a moratorium,
Maryland andMissouri are considering it as well, while Kentucky is
considering abolishing the death
penalty altogether.
OnFeb.4,Clinton spokesperson
Joe Lockhart announced that the
president willconsider putting federalexecutions onhold.
Right now is the opportune moment for Wash, to join the movement. Currently there are 13people
on death row facing execution by
lethal injection or hanging in this

state. By passing a

moratorium on
penalty
the death
in our state, we
could commit ourselves and give
momentumto this pursuit of social
justice.
Washington State Rep. Ed
Murrayrecently has called for such
a moratorium. The measure would
examineissuesofinnocence as well
as the role of racism and economic
discrimination in the trialprocess.
Progress seems to be a distant
hope,however, giventhat the measure received no hearing and died

last month.
How many innocent people
spendingyears on death row doesit
take to make us care? Is 85 not
convincing enough? How can an
entire nation be so hesitant to take
responsibility for a systemthat may
sentence innocent people to death?
The stories of peoplelike Porter
revealhow crucial itis to seriously
reconsider our judicial system.Illinois'moratoriumto putexecutions
on hold is a step in the right direction.Now it's our turn.
Mahela is a senior majoring in
communication. Her e-mail
addressismahela @seattleu.edu.

Protestors of the 1960s could teach
today's "activists" a thing or two
Joshua
Russert
Spectator Columnist
Americansremember thestudent
scene in the 1960s as one of dy-

namic political activism.
Back theneven being withinearshot of a college was grounds for
considering yourself politicized.
Youcouldn't walk ten feet down
University Aye. without having
your hands stuffed with underground activity pamphlets, your
eye's filled withrevolutionary posters hanging from telephone poles,
and yournostrils overwhelmed with
the stench of patchouli and youthful angst.
Today it is illegal to hang anything from a telephone pole. Most
people you try handing pamphlets
toreject thembecause they assume
it'sadvertising for a 1-800 nickel
a-minute phoneservice.Andsmelling any way out of the ordinary,
politicalor otherwise, might be an
arrestable offense under Seattle's
civility laws.
Insuch a climate of political sowhatism, it is no surprise that the
onlymajor attention SUhas gotten
for student activities during the
WTOministerialis focusedaround
three students suspected of prop-

The Spectator

erty destruction
Thethree students, and any other

peopleactuallyresponsible for propertydestruction, dida great disservice to protesters who took to the
streets to share a message. As we
witnessed, the media focused on
just such destructionrather than the
content of legitimate protesters.

But after reflection,
maybe the greater messageis actually foundin
theactions of those who
wreaked havoc, or are

suspected of wreaking
havoc. Maybe the
greater message is, if
found guilty, they can't

people on a dailybasis. Hell, when
you can't even put up a poster for
your friend's band orplay your stereo too loud in the park, property
destruction seems like an easy way
to get some kindof recognition.
During their arraignment on Jan.
trunk ripped fromthe earth,stripped
of bark, coated in creosote and fes- 25 one of the boys, reacting to the
haircut wonder womanwhocham- tooned with scary boxes coveredin news cameras present, was overpioned city attorney Mark Sidran's lightening bolts and hazard sym- heard to wonder when it was they
wouldbe able to seethemselves on
civility laws has just become presi- bols?
Also,
Pageler
the council said that the television.
dent of the city council.
Today,it seemsweare onlygiven
defended therecent noiseordinance layers of posters,some dating back
proposal by saying that without to the 60s, whenit was okay to have enough space in the news to show
strong regulations, crazy citizens friends inrock bands, were a hazard how silly some of us are.The three
with something to say could, well, for pole climbing utility workers. SU students may not have known
the media would take
them, and those like
them, tobe symbols for
"TheMovement."
wants
not content.
the
at a
:diawantsimage,not
ntent. Images of any people allegedly
strayingpropertysell
py, lists of grievequate cleanliness and orderliness

withprogress. And thereis nothing
lessclean(i.e.Hippiesand radicals)
ororderly (i.e. try ordering 50,000
people to do anything over megaphonesmade from rolled upnewspapercones) thana protest.
Margaret Pageler, the dutch-boy

poster ban wasa desire toclean up
the city when Seattle's rush to become world class first began back
in theearly 90s.Cleanphonepoles?
How canone possibly improve the
image of a twenty-foot tall pine

Unfortunately, the media
image
corporate logo will sell
An angry kid yanking
better than a boring old speech about policy any day.
Thus, vandalism becomes politicized.

bejudgedtooharshlyfor
their actions. Maybe the
greatermessage is that they areproducts of, and theirsupposed actionsa
result of the system that the legiti-

[Unfortunately,

mate protesters were opposing.

Capitol Hill with bullhorns if we

ances, factsand figures
Thus,
do
vandalism becomes
remember,
'91,
wheni
not.
You
back in
falling
politicized.
Maybe
tearing stuff up
being
by
;
struck
people were
telephone repairmen everywhere: is the only way to get a message
across these days.
you went?

They grew up in an age when
political involvement was reduced
to phoning in your opinions to the
local television station. The great
musical achievement of their youth
was an album titled Nevermind.
They live in a city where we

don't act now to limit noise levels.
Whether she was threatening to
unleash fascists if we decided we
liked noise or what Iam not sure.
Other nutty city council laws include not letting us put posters on
phonepoles.Onereasonbehind the

supposeI
I
can' t ridicule the boys i
suspected of giving Niketown the :
boot treatment.It's just the logical I
reaction of anyone who lives in a i
hypermedia age where image is i
everythingand thepower tocontrol
those images is taken away from i

say it.Yikes!
Pageler noted that groups of

skinheads could march through

Viva Vandal. Viva Graffiti. Up

the De-volution!
Joshua Russert is a junior
majoring in communication. His
e-mail
address
is
russerj@seattleu.edu.
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Wnere everybody knows your name: in
*
presents a j^uide to tne irienaliest,
HEATHER FEHELEY

Arts & Features Editor

allysomeone way over
40) willrememberyour
name. Now that's hos-

Some ofthe fondestmemories people have pitality.
oftheircollegeyears take placein abar, apub
Another good diveor even a quiet, little candlelit lounge. You y sort of bar is The
don't need to be a drinker to appreciate the Nitelite in Belltown,
homey,comfortable feel ofa much-frequented near the Moore Thebar, although you doneed to be 21.
ater. Belltown, which
These establishments are where friends is known for its trendy
gather toroot forthe football team,celebrate bars filled with uptight
21st birthdays, start and end relationships, yuppies, does boast
dance madly, drown the sorrows that come several little gems,one
with failing a test, and just generally take ofwhichistheNitelite.
their minds off the rigors of academic life if
TheNiteliteis a little
only for a Friday night.
less dive-y than the
When youlook back onyourcollege years, Zoo,because it is also
you will no doubt have a memory of your a restaurant whereyou
get ■ cheap
favorite weekendhangout— thatperfect little can
sanctuary wherethemusic'sgood,thebeeris homestyle meals like
cold, and you can relax with a few good meatloaf and spaghetti
friends.
But the atmosphere
If youdon'thave that one special placejust isappropriately shabby
yet, don't worry. These featured hangouts and kitschy, and the
,,
, ,
// 's winter.Everyoneis inside havinga drink at theGeorge & Dragon.
have the necessary qualities you're looking bartenders are approfor in a place torelaxandre-hash thehell that priately oldandabsentis a school week.
minded. They make
Thedivebaris my personalfavorite typeof nice tasty cocktails served on a plexiglass- tierRoominvolvedseveralhouse specialties
drinking establishment. A good dive bar is toppedbar that has a neat little electric train called Red Deaths (contents unknown), the
discoveryof a large rubber penison the floor
dive-y enought to be casual, but not so dive- underneath it.
summer,
In the
a few mismatched chairs of the ladies room, and a really bad hangover
y as you fear for your life upon entrance.
good
possess
A
dive bar should also
sev- and tables tossed on the sidewalk outside the nextday.
darts,
Again, the Frontier posesses many of the
things
games,
pool,
eral
such as
make a nice area for sitting and enjoying
shufflepuck and sometimes an assortment of some live entertainment, such as watching qualitiesof a great dive bar along withgood
video games;cheap beer, such as Rainier or the freaks thatcome out at nightmake scenes music on the jukebox. The bartenders have
pretty much seen it all, so don't even think
Pabst Blue Ribbon; and random snacks like on the sidewalk.
The Frontier Room, also in Belltown,is an about going in there and getting obstinately
chips, nuts or pickledeggs.
Youcan saunter in unwashed, cladin only institution in the world of Seattle dive bars. drunk or causing ascene.
experience
Be forewarned: TheFrontier Roomis also
jeans and a dirty sweatshirt, and no one will
My first
'
known
for having the strongest drinks in
is
charm
that
makes
the
al
ilr
up
notice. This the
ttk. Frontown. If you're heading to the Frontier, take
dive bar.
a cab. Please.
One of my favorite dive bars in Seattle i
Theclosest thing Seattle University has
the Zoo, in Eastlake. The Zoo has everyto a hangout may be the Red Onion, in
thing you could possibly want in a dive
—
Madison Park, or at least it used to be
hangout many pool tables, darts,
somewhatof an SU hangout.
shufflepuck, super-cheap beer (pitchers
The Red Onion is a great bar for those
available) and an eclectic assortment of
drizzly, wet,winternights whereonecansit
interesting patrons that makes peoplearound the big giant fire on a cozy couch
watching almostas fun as tequila shots.
and sharea pitcher ofHefeweizenwith your
These are the kindof bars that
friends.
youcan frequentand the
TheRedOnionhaspooland videogames,
bartender
but it also posesses one thing many other
—
dive bars don't the darn friendliest bartenders you everdidsee.Good people,good
beer, good atmosphere and pretty close to

.

.

.

_

—

_ __
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BEN STANGLAND /

PHOTO EDITOR

you, then check out Tl
treasure a few doors

Mexican Kitchen (yui
TheLavaLounge's

iskindoffunandtheb
pool tables in the bad
When the weatheris
roughly the size of a
structed outside the fi
sipyourbeercontents

Greek crowd on their
liards to find latenigh
Now sometimes afl

campus.
The George and Dragon, a lovely pub
(that's how the Brits say it, right?) in Fremont is a greatplace to kick backona warm
summer night.
Away from the crush of trendy bars in the
heart of Fremont, The G&D has a nice big
outdoor patio where you can sit and relax
with a pint of Guinness, or one of the many
other tasty beers they have on tap.
This is not a dive;it's a pub, which means
pool, darts and very good beer at higher

prices than the typical dive.
It is always good to include a good Irish
pub onyour list offavorite bars,because then
you always have somewhere to go for St.
Patrick's day.
There are a great many to choose from in
thearea,but the Owln'Thistle wins theprize
if for no other reason than theirgreatCeltic/
Irish house band that plays most weekend

nights.
Imaginea bunch ofrowdy peopleclapping
and singing and drinking and stomping their
feet, and you'll have a pretty good idea of
ounge tiki invites the thirstyinfor a cocktail.
BEN STANGLAND / PHOTO EDITOR
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name: irom trains to tikis,

Ike
mdliest, most laid-bacK oars in Seattle.
what the Owl n' night at one of these bars, the urge to dance local listings to find out what the featured
—
Thistle is like on a kicks in.Standingup and shaking it at one of tunes of the evening are Ihad abad Top 40
goodnight.
the aforementioned places isn't forbidden, experience there one evening,but in all fairbut
sepayou will certainly get some odd looks ness, it was a quite a while ago.
The bar is
fromthe
otherpatrons.Unless,of course,you
So grab a few of your closest friends and
rated into three difcrowd,
are
out for anight of bonding andbeeratone
part
birthday
areas—
one
of
a
21st
thenrules
head
ferent
in
front where the band (spoken and unspoken) don't usually apply of these fine establishments.
Tip thebartender well,introduce yourself,
plays, one near the to you.
Finding a place to get your groove on is and most importantly,keep coming back.
door where one can
'
still hear the music tricky, because you don t want tobe squished
(but it's not quite so by sweaty frat boys dancing
loud),and an adjoin- to WillSmith or caught in the

AuJ
Drink Here
The frontierRoom
2205 15t Aye.

(206) 441-3377
TheLava Lounge
2226 2nd Aye.
(206) 441-5660

ing room with pool middle of Fetish Night with
tables where more no PVC clothing
TheLast Supper Club is a
mainstream music is
good choice when you just
piped in.
Get there early to gotta dance and dancing is
secure a tablenear the the onlything that matters.
band, and on St.
Remember — The Last
Patty'sDay,get there Supper Club is exactly what
really early like it sounds like.It is a club, not
a dive bar. It is neither quiet
breakfast time.
Bars that have nor mellow (at least on a
'
themescan t really be weekend it's not), it's a bit
classified as dives, pricey, and noone is going to
but if the crowd at a rememberyour name or what
true dive is scary to you drink. However, it is a
you, thencheck out TheLavaLounge, a tiny great place to let loose and
treasure a few doors down from Mama's dance off all those pints before headinghome.
Mexican Kitchen (yum) in Belltown.
TheLSC has two floors to
TheLava Lounge'sTiki/Polynesian theme
iskindof funand thebar isdarkand cozy with choose from. The upstairs
pool tables in the back.
draws amoremainstream cliWhen the weather is nice, a makeshift patio entele and the downstairs
roughly the size of a postage stamp is con- crowd is a little darker but
structed outsidethe front door, and you can not imposing.
Both floors play a good
sip your beercontentedlyandmakefunof the
Greek crowd on their way to Belltown Bil- mixofdance tunesand there's
liards to find late night booty calls.
plenty of room to groove.
Now sometimes after a mellow, yet long, Call ahead or check your Warm up by the fire at theRed Onion-no puppies allowed.

OwlN' Thistle
bObPost Aye.
(206) 621-7777

—

.

TheNltelite
1926 2nd Aye.
(206) 445-4852

tThe

Last Supper Club
124 5.Washington St.
(206) 745-9975
TheRed Onion
4210 E. Madison
(206) 323-1611

'

TheGeorge & Dragon
206 N. 36th
(206)545-6664

TheZoo
2301Eastlake Aye.E.

(206)529-5277

/

[

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

&

Senior ClassCommittee
Thirsty Thursday
Feb. 24

-

9 p.m. Close
Drink Specials with your SU ID
Must be 21+ over
The Spectator
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Taxicab Confessions

Death Cab for Cutie fares well in indie scene
BRYAN BINGOLD
Staff Reporter

tiently forthedoors toopen, waiting withbaitedbreathfor the
Death Cab show to start. The doors opened at 5:15 and the
youngsterseagerlypaid theirsevenbucks to see tbfl inside of

It was acold afternoon when the kids lined up outside the
Breakroom
to see local

a real bar.

Alittle after seveno'clock, Death Cab took to the stageand
opened with "Your Bruise" from 1998's Something About

heroes Airplanes.
At theend of the song, drummerNathan Goodkept the beat
Death Cab
DeathCab For Cutie
For Cutie and the band launched into "Amputations" from the same
Barsuk Records
last Satur- album.
day.
Death Cab's energyon stageis amazingfor their seemingly
It was laidback music.Guitarist Chris Walla was running backand
the Breakroom's secondall-ages show,a positiveresponseto forth across the stage frontwards andbackwards in the proper
the closing of the RKCNDY in Oct. Everyone stood impa- rockstar fashion. The band was on their home turf, and they

IS§tt9P' SHOW usDR*YOUR THINGI
SEEKSI\^Wf\T
\W^)f
S{J

Cabaret

MA

acts for Spring

L

Drama Production

knew how to play the crowd
Singer/guitaristBen Gibbardleaned into the mic with the
intensity of manready to unleash a fury of emotions,butwho
can't find the words to expresshimself. Theaudience's eyes

were drawn to this struggle as theyquietly mouthedthe lyrics
to the songs they knew andmumbled alongto the songs they
didn't know.
Theaudience wasenthralled andDeathCab was incontrol.
The youngeraudience members, who wouldotherwise miss
seeing this band, weresurprisedat the live spectacle that they
could onlyimagine while listening to the CD.
Their set was filled with songs from their forthcoming
album fromBarsuk Records and a couple of singles released
onseven-inchrecords to keeptheirfanssatisfied untilthenew
album is ready, sometime in late March.
LookforDeathCab oncampus, possiblyinMarch, for they
are touringcollege campuses to support the new release.
Death Cab is originally from Bellingham, Wash., where
SomethingAboutAirplanes wasrecorded by Walla at hisHall
of Justice Recording Studio. Walla has also recorded the
band's side projects, which include Gibbard's All Time
Quarterback and Walla's Martin Youth Auxiliary.
All Time Quarterback releaseda five song CD/EP out on
Elsinor Records and it is full of Gibbard's child-like pop
songs. These songs are fun, simple and to the point; a stark
contrast to the usual complexities of Death Cab's releases.
Also, thereis a new collaborationbetweenDeathCaband the
band Fiver,entitled "DeathCab for Fiver",out on seven-inch
record.

V

Short Pieces? Monologues? Scenes?
Fabulous or freaky magic?

PHOTO COURTESY

m
m

barsuk records

Out of the Death Cab's
seven releases, two have
only been released on
i

\

I

Touching Moments? Or ?!?

I

Be Creative!.Be Fascinating! Be Real!
ALL will be considered.

U

m
m

M
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Come preparedto show us your thing(or at least talk about it).

March 1" 3:30-6:30p.m.
In the Vachon Room (Fine Arts Building)
Or call x5363 and leave a message

S
M
M
S

Song Books will be available to check out in the Fine Arts Office
from Z/21/2000 if you would like to prepare a song
Accompaniment will be available (on guitar) or bring your own.

cassette. Death Cab is

a band that was entirelyselfmadefrom
the ground up.
Death Cab's
"nusic is quietly
seductive and
at the same

-

tener

is

a v t oma 11-

drawn in by

the melodies and buried

9
After hearing the entirety of Someing About Airplanes, the listeners are left
witha sense of calm. What is hard todistinguish is
the silent rage that underlines almost every song.
Yet, it is such a sad, confusedrage that most listeners are
lost in conflicting emotions. But this rage, in crystal clear
force, is releasedduring theirlive set. Gibbardhas this wayof

■J African American
Wm
psS&l

■J

WIIWCS

Prof. Audrey Wright
HUMT 393-01/SOCL 391-01
00SQ: 2:15-3:20 PM MWF

pßj

Body and soul, Black America reveals
the extreme questions of contemporary
life, questions of freedom and identity:

■H

HOW Can Ibe Who I
am?

1
12

controlling his voice that lulls the listener into a comforting
place, when the lyrics are telling a tale ofdiscontentment.
At his worst, Gibbard recalls the best of singer Jeremy
Enigk ofSunny Day Real Estate, and at his best, he is truly a
sight to behold.
Walla fills in withoutstandinglead work that compliments
Gibbard's guitar.
The two instruments partake in a discoursethat is openly
public, but almost uncomfortably intimate at the same time.
Walla tends to favor harmonics as a vehicle for his guitar
work, which lends to the dreaminess of Death Cab'sslower
songs and heightens the tensionin theirmore dynamic songs.
Good's drumming punctuates each song in such a way that
the meaning is almostpounded intoyour brain,and bassist
Nicolas Harmer is underneath every song providing the
heartbeat for the band.
Though Harmer's bassisburied under the dual guitars, his
playing is top- notch andrewardsany listenerwhochooses to
pay attention to the bottom end.
Death CabFor Cutie is a bandthat relays emotionthrough
music and they do it so well that anyone can empathize.

June Jordan

II blew Course, Spring 2000
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Condoms: controversy spurs ASSU debate and resolution
From pave 6

published ontoday's ASSU pagein
TheSpectator.
public
perception
SU a
contrary to
Holly Miller, Vice President of
Catholic doctrine.
Student Affairs, led the opposition
"As long as we are,and we claim in a onehour heateddiscussion.
"I think Father Sundborg was
ourselves to be a Catholic university, it's important what we com- pretty articulate in explaining our
municate in that regard," Father role as a Jesuit and Catholic school
Sundborg said.
I
have respectfor the policies that
"We're not a full servicekindof reflect that education andthe Jesuit
university ...wedon'tsellgroceries ideals,"Miller said.
here. Why should we distribute
Miller believes if students wish
condoms, in
toengagein
the sense that
sexual acit's not like
tivity they
are of the
the university needs to
ageandmaprovide evturity to be
erything the
able to go
personmight
andgetprewant,"Father
ventatiye
Sundborg
measures
Holly Miller,ASSU
said
off campus.

...

themout of their packages.We cannot do that at all," Yambasu said.
The peer educators test students
on their knowledge of condom application by giving them 12 cards,
with the proper steps of application
and dispensing ofcondomswritten
on them, andthen making themline
the cards up in the correct order.
Yambasu feels that this demonstration is not a concretemethod of
dealingwith propercondom usage.
'They'realwayswrong, which is
probably why we have this failure
rate," Yambasusaid.

"Ihave respect for the
policies that reflect"
the Jesuit ideals.

FrankSo, ex-

VICE-PRESIDENT OF
STUDENT AFFAIRS

cused Father
Sundborg at
8:30 p.m. after 40 minutes of dialogue with students about various
studentissues
After Sundborg's dismissal the
ASSU councilproceeded todiscuss
and pass Resolution ROO-1,written
and presentedby Koski.
Theresolutionproposes that, "Seattle University's administration
discontinue its enforcement of a
policy that does not legally or administratively exist, and recognize
the rights of students and student
organizationstodistributecondoms
on campus property."

The fulltextoftheresolutionwas

.

fullerdiscussionaboutthis matter,"

The Spectator

Yesterday afternoon wasthe first Father Sundborg said.
timeFather Sundborgheardthe text

ELECTION TIME

...

president

Koskiandothersupportersof the ofthe resolution
resolution hope to pursue anactive
Father Sundborg reiterated the
dialogue with the SU administra- reasons he gave on Tuesday night
tion regardingthis issue.
behind the school policy, but did
to
a
not comment further.
The ASSU council had have
vote
two-thirds
for theresolution to
'This is my first time hearing of
be passed.
the resolution andit's not one that I
Theresolution garneredthe exact can comment on at this time.Itis a
amount of votes needed to pass, resolution that treats this matter as
eight out of twelve.
if itis a legalorregulatory one.Iam
The individual listing of votes is not opposedto there beinga resolupublishedon today'sASSU pageof tion. Iregret that there's not been a

Miller

also said
that
condoms
are not fool

.'x

proof in preventing the spread of
STDs.
Kumba Yambasu, a senior peer
educator, spoke on behalf of the
other peer educators unable to attend the meeting.
"We think there should be condom distribution within the clubs,
as well as withindividual students,"
Yambasusaid.
Yambasuteaches students proper
usageanddisposalofcondomsduringthepeereducationpresentations.
"I talk about how to put on a

cillCl

■
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Rally: SU students to
march this Monday
are going to be skipping class for
this it's not everyday that some-

gency by reaching out to the
undergraduatecommunity.

thing like this comes along,"

,

**

r

...

I
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CHRIS QUACH

condom, whichis kindofhardto do
when yournotallowed toeventake

From page 7

\~: "\

VIRGIL, DOMAOAN

-xMri^l H

A

Hernandezsaid.

Mario Obledo, who recieved the
Although SU students have
classes on Monday, Hernandez is Presidential Medal of Freedom in
confident that there willbe a good 1998, is a Latinonational icon and
has also come to Seattle to oppose
turn out.
'Tyetalkedtosomestudents who this legislation.

Reflections: SUfaculty
presentfeminist writings
5
From pave

partment presentedFridaymorning

on"ExchangingWomen: Property-Public and Private."

Also presentingon Fridaymorning were Dr.Elayne Puzanfromthe
Nursing School and Dr. Jacquelyn
Miller fromthe history department
on "Fever and Family Formation
Duringthe 1793 YellowFeverEpi-

demic."
Three sessions took place Friday

afternoon and included presentations by Dr. Paulette Kidder from
the philosophy department. Dr.
Kellye Testy fromtheLaw School,
and Bosmajian on "The Construction of the Family and the Construction ofPublic Persona,"
Dr. TheresaEarenfight from the
history departmentandDr. Andrew
Schulz from the fine arts depart-

The Spectator

ment presented on "Public Figures

and Private Maneuvers," and Dr.
Victoria Kill from the Women's
Center and the Englishdepartment
and a panel discussion group presented on "Feminism in the Core."
Earenfight commented that she

Remember*.

how TUn it was?

found the conference to be particularly stimulating because "it has
helped me to sharpen a theoretical
focus to my own research which
will nodoubt influence the waysin
which Iteach both the CORE and

Here's a

those

the other courses at SU."
This is the first university-wide

memories.

Part-time bus drivers wanted for Metro.
(Tin hats

interdisciplinary conference on
SU's campus and the first time that
the CORE has sponsored such a
conference.
The hope,according to BullonFernandez, is that "Feminist Reflections" will be held at SU every
other year.

chance to relive

I

not required.)

Earn $ I4.07-$2O. I
0
an hour
Flexible schedule
Great health & vacation benefits
Paid training
Must be at least 2 1 years old
Have WA
driver's license & acceptable driving record

(206)684-1024
www.metrokc.gov/ohrm

King County Metro Transit is an equal opportunity employer.
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Redhawks compete with swimming elite
Both men and women have strong showings in California
ALEXIS JUDAY-MARSHALL ming on four of the
relay teams.
Staff Reporter

recording the only

team's five

top-ten

Frosh Chris Forgie was another

TheSeattle Universitymen's and bright

spot,

finish for

the women'steam.

becoming the men's

Ackerman helped
to
lead the
Redhawks toa12th
place finish by
gaining 11 points
and swimming on
four of SU's relay

team'shighest finisher as he posted
Seattle this week after facingfierce an eighthplace finish in the 100competition during last weekend's -yard backstroke.Forgie continued
PacificConference Championships. his good fortune by finishing 1 lth
Both teams exceeded expecta- in the 200-yard backstroke to finish
tions, setting 92 new individual the meet with a total of 17 indirecords and 15 new team records vidual points.
combined.
Lamarcheand froshJoe Laughlin
More than 20 teams were fea- alsodid extremely well on the inditured in the meet. Various West viduallevel,as wellas helpingtheir
Coastschools wererepresented,in- team out by swimming on four of
cluding some from NCAA Divi- five relay teams.
sions Iand 11, as well as some of
Notonly did the teamsswim well,
but.-they had fun too, especially
NAIA's best teams.
"We thought we were going to when seeing their teammates comget crushed," sophomore Luc pete at such a high level.
Lamarche said."But the meet gave
"Lamarche swamextremelyfast.
really
us a
good outlook for the Ifyou couldhave seen thelook on
future."
his face after some of his races,"
The men's team finished an im- women's team co-captain Vilija
pressive seventh place, highest Simaitis said.
The Redhawk womenfared just
amongall the NAIA schools represented.
as well.They finishedsecond out of
Sophomore Elliott Kolbe had a all oftheNAIAschools competing,
lot to smile about as he finished and defeated second-ranked Biola
ninth in the 100-yard breaststroke, Universityteam for thethirdtimein
11 thinthe 200-yard IM,and 12th in three meetings this season.It wasa
the 200-yard breaststroke. He re- performance whichwillsurelyhelp
corded 20 points and became the the SU women's current NAIA
only SU swimmertoscore in three fourth ranking.
individual events. Kolbe also gave
Frosh Megan Ackerman placed
by
eighth
in the 1650-yard freestyle,
a boost to his teammates swimwomen's swim teams returned to

teams.

Frosh Kristin
Johansing continued to shine as she
finished 1lth inthe
1650-yardfreestyle
onher way to earning six individual

points for the team.
Johansingaddedto
her contribution
when swamon two
of the relay teams
as well.

"The

competi-

tion was really

The 800 yardfreestyle relay team of, fromleft to right ,Matt Oleson, Mike Setter, Elliot
Kolbe,andLucLamarcheposesafter setting the schoolrecord inthe eventat the Pacific
Conference ChampionshipinLong Beach, California.

tough," Simaitis
said. "It was a really fast meet, a
fast pool, but our motivation built
throughout the meet."

"[CraigMallery] toldus, 'We've
the work, and now everything that's left is just the glory.'"

put in

Lamarche said.

Several teammembers remarked
that many of the meet's positive

moments came during unexpected

All the support combined with
times.
the fierce competitionin the new
"Watching 'people swim their conference helpedto motivate both
hearts out," Simaitis said summing men's and women's teams. Such
determination will helpin the comup what she most enjoyed.
ing
Sheliked "to seepeople support
weeks as the teams prepare for
each otherandget whatthey wanted, the NAIA National Tournament
to see the long season and training hostedby SimonFraser University
March 2 through 4.
pay off."

Adventure-Based Leadership Classes
Open to all SU Juniorsand Seniors

I

|
!

MGMT 471-01

Professor Greg Prussia
1:15-5:15 PM (Wednesdays)
March 29, April 5, 12, May 17, 24

| Class Retreat: 2PM April 7 - SPM April 9

[ |

MGMT 471-02

| |
j j

Professor Bill Weis
4:30 8:30 PM (Thursdays)
April 27, May 5, 11, 18, June 1

j j

*10-hour class serviceproject before May 24
Please note: class times in Spring schedule are inaccurate.

Class Retreat: 2PM May 12 -SPM May 14
*10-hour class service project before June 1

i

Additional Fee of $250 for lodging, food, materials,
equipment and facilitation at the retreat center.
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Before you register for Mgmt. 471, leave an
envelope (addressed to Bill Weis) with your check
enclosed at the front desk of the Albers School.

Please make checks payable to:

"Outdoor Learning Center"
For further information contact: snoopy@seattleu.edu
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Redhawk men lose wild
Ken Griffey
Jr.:A personal Shootout to CWU 'Cats
Staff
memoir
Chester Chastek
Reporter

JOHNBIANCHI
Sports Columnist

Feb. 10, 2000: this day marks
or me the day that a chapter in
my life has come to a close.It's
ike your best friend in grade
chool telling youthat heismovng away,and knowing that you
will likely never see him again,
'his day was the day that my
hildhood hero,GeorgeKenneth
Griffey Jr., left Seattle for thelast
me.

the last three years, Ihave
en a partof theMariners Organizationasa BallparkOperations

employee. On the rare occasion
that this legend would personally
grace me with his presence,my
eyes would glow with wonder in
awe. He stoodso high aboveme,
yet hisdemeanor was so friendly,

made catches that no one elsein
baseball would have made, and
he made them witha style allhis
own.
Perhaps the greatest moment
in Seattle sports history came in
1995. In the playoffs against the
Yankees,Griffey wason second
and Edgar Martinez was at the
plate. As Any M's fan can recall,
Martinez doubled down the leftfield line, but Itell you. Ken
Griffey Jr.has neverrun sofast in
hislife.Ashe crossedhomeplate,
the entire city of Seattle, including myself, erupted in tears of
joy. Irecall watching the replay
over and overon TV. As hisfellow players surrounded him and
tackled him to the fieldinjoy,his
facebeamed withhappiness. That
was the real Junior. The Junior I
knew.TheJunior who playedbecause he loved the game. That
classic grin told me that he loved
what he did and that he would
never giveit upas longas he was
able.
1guessI'dalways assumed that
hewouldstill behere toleadus to
a World Series Championship. I
always knew that, when it came
down to the wire, Griffey would

Ifelt like Iwas talking with a
someoneI'dknown for years. A bringhomethe title.Now,as that
friend recently wrote me the fol- reality fades, Iam left with an
lowing in an emotional response emptiness in my heart this role
toGriffey's

departure:
model formerly occupied. Ken
"I'll never forget the day Imet Griffey Jr. is the greatest sports
him. It was in the middle of the iconever toemerge from Seattle.
season and he stopped me as I Take a look at the other sports
was ready to go from the Club- stars Seattlehas encountered,and
house to the field. 'Idon't think none willquitecompare with this
I'vemetyou yet.1'mKenGriffey man.Hiscontributions to various
Jr.' Heheld out hishand for me Seattle charities have been so
to shakeit. Ishook, saidnothing beneficial to so many children.
and just stared at himin amaze- His work with the 'Make a Wish
ment. I
thought to myself, Yeah, Foundation' has inspired other
Ithink I
know who you are.'"
stars to reach out to their respecWith themedia and fans in his tivecommunities insimilar ways.
face, he was different. It made This legend is forever a part of
himuncomfortable.He didn'tlike Seattle history and his departure
peopleknowinghis business,and symbolizes for us the endof an
as a result, he was labeled by era of Seattle sportshistory.
many fans as unapproachableand
When Isawhimstanding at the
coldhearted. It is actually quite Reds media conference with a
the opposite. Ken is not a man new jersey, Iwas taken aback.
whorelishes his fame. In fact, at Tears began to form in my eyes,
fim<;s, it seems he despises it. but when I
saw his face, smiling
dratherbe justanother guyin the way it used to, Iwas comcrowd having a good time,
forted to know that 'The Kid"
'sincredibly sadfor me tosee washomeagainin theplace where
go. Ialways thought he'd it all began. That boyish smile
spendhis entirecareer inSeattle. affirmed my faith in sports: this
It washis adoptedhome,the only manisoneofa few whostill play
place he'd ever played profes- thegame forall theright reasons.
sionally. Hisunquestionable flare IwishI
could thank him for the
for thedramatic charmed meina memories he has given me over
way that no other professional the past 11 seasons, notonly as a
athlete has.From the beginning, Mariner, but as an icon of that
he amazedme withhis abiliity to classic American dream that he,
do what seemed impossible. In among few others, has fulfilled.
his first at bat as a Mariner in Soasthis chapter of my lifecomes
1989, he provedthathe wouldbe to a close,I
can onlylook fondly
my hometown heroby slamming on the past,andwish my hero the
a homerun to right-center. AndI best in allhe doesin the future.
will never forget the father-son
ThanksKen. Iknow I'll miss
back-to-back homerun game.He you.

points and two steals.
from three-point land for 38 perAs a team SU shot 36 percent cent.
from the field on 23-64 shooting,
The Redhawks play an exhibi'
TheSeattleUniversity men sbas- including 7-19 from behind the arc tion gameagainst Simon Fraser tonight beforereturning home on Satketball team suffered another de- for 37 percent.
moralizing losslast Saturday night,
Puttingupan incredible81 shots, urday to complete the home-andlosing 114-76 at thehands of Cen- including 40 three-pointers, CWU home series. Tip-offforbothgames
tral Washington University.
shot 48 percent while connecting is scheduled for 7 p.m.

The CWU Wildcats jumped all on 39-81 from the field and 15-40
over the Redhawks early on taking
REDHAWKMENSTATISTCIAL LEADERS
a commanding 19-4 lead to open
early,
theballgame.Smellingblood
Points per game
Total steals
Jeff Nelson
13.9 Chris Hunter
the Wildcats continued to rip and
Brian Johnson
tear at the Redhawksopen wounds
Chris Hunter
12.5
,
a
11.8
Jeff
Nelson
imperious
point
and took
30
halfBrian Johnson

32
29
16

time lead.

Unable to overcometheirdevastating 30pointdeficit, theRedhawks
compounded their problems with
several turnovers. They committed
32 turnovers in the game,rendering
it impossible to get any type of
offense going. The lack of offense
put even more pressure on their
defense, whichled to a total defensive break down and allowed the
Wildcats to bury the Redhawks.
LedbyCorby Schuh's gamehigh
27 points, including seven threepointers,CWU boastedsevenplayers indouble figures. Center Marty
DeLange added 10 points, four
steals and a game high nine rebounds, while Bryan Streleski
chipped in 14 points, seven rebounds.'four assists and four steals
offthe bench.
Nicholas Crespinel led four
Redhawks in double figures with
17 points and eight rebounds. Senior guard Chris Hunter added 17

'

f/'m&Jk

Rebounds per game

Nicholas Crespinel
Edward McLaughlin
JeffNelson
Total assists
Brian Johnson
Hunter
Nelson

Sis

7.84
4.30
4.14

Blocked shots
Nicholas Crespinel
Jeff Nelson
Tony Mayr

98
49
38

Shooting percentage
DylanLeptich
Nicholas Crespinel
Nick Leonard

12
12

6
44.9

43.6
42.5
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Special Advertising Section

***^ Trip.

~e

v

Turn thisbreak into a real trip. With over 700 airlines,
in excess of 45,000 hotels, and more than 50 rental car companies,

it's easy to find an incredible deal evenona student's budget.

JESS"'
Travelocitij.com"
A Sabre Company

Go Virtually Anywhere.
©2000 SabreInc.All rightsreserved.TravelocitvcomandSabre are servicemarks and/ortrademarks of anaffiliate of Sabre Inc.
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Tables turn, SU women suffer 0-3 stretch
Scott Van amburg
StaffReporter

some suggestions.
forced a whopping 47 of them; as seems likenothingcompared to the mental breakdowns.
a
"We need to play with the same
Bridgette
Takeuchi
had
Guard
shooting
compared with only 20 on their 75 percent three-point
of
intensity
take
on
and sense of urgency that
different
the
issue.
slightly
While
Redhawks,
only
down36-26 at the the
part.
led by Matzke.
i
ntheWesternOregongame
new
need
to
we
had
nothing
'Thereis
we
half,
things
going
The Redhawk women suffered
SU couldn't get
The Thunderbirds won the game
three defeats in their past three for the last 20 minutes and got with bench strength. Their second learn.We are tryingourhardest,but If wedo that, wecould finish with a
games to negate their three game outscored49-22 the rest of the way. unit outscoredtheRedha wk reserves we can't seem to make everything nice little win streak," Cox said.
work," Takeuchi said.
Takeuchisaid thatthelosseshave
Thestarplayers fortheRedhawks 28-13.
winning streak last week,at least in
Cox didnot seemworriedthat the actually brought the team closer
Despite the loss,Matzke set two
terms of theirrecord.
on Saturday were posts Rachel
Last Thursday, the Seattle Uni- Hinke who notched 12 points and SU records. Her 7-9 three point players wouldjust foldthough,"The together because they have to supversity women's basketball team Christina Capacci who bangedin- shooting gives her the highest per- thing Ilike about this team is that port each other.
"We try to have team spirit so we
traveledtoLacey toplay St.Martin' s side for lOpoints. While those were centageof made three pointers in a they always come back and work
to
can
ability
fight through the losses this
hard after losses. Their
College. SU playedcompetitively,
weekend,
learning
is
but it was a long weekvery
and attitude toward
but could not put the ball through
end,"
Takeuchi
said.
good,"
Cox said.
the hoop which led to a 61-51 deThe
down,
As
winds
the
Redhawks
face another long
the season
feat. Poor shooting doomed the
are
our
travel
they
weekend
as
to Western
women
find
themselves
Redhawk
Redhawks. SU shot at only a 24
Mexico
Montana
a
of
winsand
14
New
and
then
with
record
seven
percent clip forthe game,including
seem to
State-Billings.
losses.To
has
get
backontrackCox
an abysmal 5-33 (15 percent)in the
secondhalf.The defense was solid,
REDHAWK WOMENSTATISTICALLEADERS
but only five second half buckets
Guard Bridgette Takeuchi
Points per game
Total assists
sealed their fate.
45
Mandy
Mandy Matzke
Matzke
17.3
Starring for the Redhawks on
44
Jessie DeLaunay
8.57 Germaine Espinoza
Thursday wereMandyMatzke,who solid efforts, they did not make up game as wellas most three pointers
Rachel
Hinke
6.40
Anna
Kloeck
36
production
six
for
the
lack
of
fromthe
made
in
a
She
finished
with
game.
points
grabbing
scored 13
while
rebounds and two steals, andJessie normally prolific outside trio of 25 points and seven boards.
Rebounds per game
Total steals
Hinke continued to assert herDeLaunay, who scored 12 points Matzke, DeLaunay, and Anna
Mandy Matzke
7.05 Mandy Matzke
38
and pulled down six boards. Kloeck. The three SU stars com- self. She snared a team-high nine
Courtney Tinsley
4.24
Anna Kloeck
25
rebounds and had eight points.
Germaine Espinoza was one bined for a mere 10 points.
*y 1
Ciprnninf* F^nino7T
Anns K locclc
4 14
DeLaunay andKloeck were back
Redhawk who actually shot well.
On Monday night the team travShe hit 3-8 from behind the arc to eledto Portland to take onCascade to their usual
contribute nine points.
College, a team they beat by 17 selves,adding10 miiMiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiii|..iii.i
Michele Carrara had 18 points, points last Monday. This time the and nine points
16reboundsand five assists to lead results were not as good, they lost respectively.
Head Coach
74-70.
the Saints' charge.
SU came out fired up and used DaveCox knows : The Lemieux Library Reference Department will offer Research Paper Clinics
Saturday's game was much difthe
ferent, but ended with the same their defensive muscle to hold the what
Redhawks
were
the
only
outcome. SU went over
moun- CC Thunderbirds to
22 first»
February 1 25, 2000
:
tains toEllensburg to playthe Cen- halfpoints. Theymanaged toscore missing: "We
haven't learned ; Librarians will give incjivicluqlizecl assistance in:
28 of their own.
tral Washington Wildcats.
JL
"

.

hardest, but
We
trying
we can't
make everything

work.

j

Research Paper CjjnjcS

j

-

While the shooting percentages

were up, the Redhawks could not

get enough

shots to compete; and

dropped this one 85-48.Turnovers
were the key for Central, as they

In the second half both teams
caught fire and began making basket after basket at both ends. The

Thunderbirds shot a scorching 60
percent on three

pointers, but that

that every pos-

"
"

session must be

played the same
way.We are also

suffering from

World ...

"

with n topic in mind. "
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AFRICA:

Dr Judith Mayotte
HUMT 380-05/HIST 393-02
TTh 1:15-3:20

CHINA:

addresses, selection ol applicants,etc.. Please contact

The Rotary Web Site:
http:/ /www/ rotary.orrf

INIhlA'
UIUIM-

ljuestions may also be directed to:

Dr. Kan Liang
HUMT 380-02/HIST 383-01
MWF 8:00 -9:25 a.m.

Dr. Tom Taylor &
Dr Michael Matriotti
HUMT380-04/HIST 393-05
MWF 9:45-11:10 a.m.

father Jerry (jobb. (jasey 507
Ur. Alan Leader

I

Dr. StephenMurphy 400 Pigott

The Spectator

"

During Spring Quarter 2000:

(Juestions regarding' the applicationsprocedure, deadlines. Kotary dun

Application Ibrms may be downloaded Irom the Kotary website

'

<

months

eligibility: IHust navecompleted two years ol university study beloiv
beginningol scholarship program, rvust ne citizens ol tne country in
which there is arotary elun.Must not be a Kotarian. employee.lineal
descendent or ancestor

Applicationdeadline isMay 15, 2000

/I^^V :^Nv
■"

Experience

ol study overseas,includingtransportation, tuition, lees and expenses.

.obtained outside lieott 400.

_JisW\

Defining your research topic
Developing search strategies
ftilizincj online and print resources.

I Sign up at theReference Desk.2'"l Floor. Lemieux I ibnry

Kotary Foundation Ambassadorial Scholarship
For Academic Year 200 1-2002
$25,000 Scholarships lor one year & $1-0,000 Scholarships lor (S

'"

or

ISLAM."
1W

MFXIPO:

J IL/XIVV^

Prof. Faizi Ghodsi

HUMT380-01 /HIST 393-04
MW 3:25-5:30 p.m.

Dr. Arthur Fisher

HUMT 380-03/HIST 393-06
TThF 1:15-2:40 p.m.
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Feb. 18, 2000 in the Campion Ballroom at 9 p.m.
Live music by Cambalache
Tickets on sale now in Columbia Street Cafe, Pigott and the CAC.
Only $5 - Sponsored by OMSA and ASSU.
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Activities

Cou-l

T

heAdventures

.
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ISSUGe
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Po-er

'^eaayevenings @7-3o „~■ _,
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Jamaica Me CrazyWeek

-

.

Ifs Coining. .Mar. 6 10. A week of
summer fun with or without the sun.

LIP SYNC
APPLICATIONS VOR PERFORMING IN THE LIP SYNC ARE NOW AVAILABLE IN SUB 202, CAC AND RESIDENT HALL
FRONT DESKS. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL X6050. LIP SYNC APPLICATIONS ARE DUE MONDAY, FEB. 21.

SHAFT
HAVE YOU FOUND YOUR ROOMMATE THAT PERFECT DATE? GET TO IT AND JOIN IN ON THE FUN. RHA PRESENTS
MARDI GRAS, A NIGHT OF DANCING AND ENTERTAINMENT. TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE AT THE CAC AND IN THE
COLUMBIA STREET CAFE. FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL X6407.

***^^^^**^«^

COME TO COUNCIL MEETINGSAT 7:45
UN TUESDAY
is IV sun

mi

COUNCIL
EXECUTIVE
OFFICERS'
C N5
Prim
ekctton:
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On Tuesday night the Council passed a resolution on the issue of
condom distribution.

;^

205^^

So* University ASSU Representative Council Resolution ROO-1

"~~~~*-++^^

/MNlow Hiring: ASSU iS looking for\
/anoffice assistant. Student,
I
on-campus, work study,
hour, flexible hours,y/
Final election' \s^-^5 per
y/
pe^ 29
fun'
s"s

\
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United Filipino Club Sixth Annual Barrio Fiesta
"Aninag Ng Kahapon: Evolution of Our Heritage"
Mar. 4, 2000
$13 for student, $16 for generalpublic
No tickets at the door Doors open at 5:30 p.m.
A portion of the proceeds goes to benefit AIDSand HIV prevention/
education through the International Community Health Service.

Students for Lifeof SU meets Mondays at & p.m. in the Upper
SUB. Join us. For more Information c- mail:
earahvod\"3@notmal\ com

Submit to Fragments: A MagazineofLiteraryand Visual Arts
Submit your poetry, prose, artworkand photography to Fragments, SU's
literary magazine, and be remembered forever! Submission guidelines can be
picked up in the English department office or in theFine Arts building.
Submissions due Wednesday Mar. 1 2000. Poetry and prose may be turned
into the Fragments box in the English department. Artwork and photography
may be turned into the secretary in the Fine Arts building.

WHEREAS Seattle University currently has no written policy prohibiting the
distribution of condoms on campus and
WHEREAS certain segments of Seattle University's administration have exercised

behaviorthatconstitutesenforcementofapolicythatwouldreflectaprohibition
of condom distribution and
WHEREAS SeattleUniversity should adoptpolicies and employ behavior concerned
with the best interests of the students and
WHEREAS the administration should not inhibit student behavior by enforcing
policies that do not exist and
WHEREAS condomuse is as muchaboutSTD prevention as itisaboutbirth control,
and seeing thatcondom distributionis a necessary means of education to that
effect and
WHEREAS the ASSU Council respects Seattle University's quest for a Jesuit
identity, but acknowledges that there is a distinctseparation between students
and members of the administration and
WHEREAS recognition of the student's right to distributecondoms and Seattle
University's identity as a Jesuit institution are not mutually exclusive,and
seeing as how SeatUe University shouid not regulate its students' behavior in
the name Qf Jesuk y^ and
THEREFOREBEITRESOLVED THAT the ASSURepresentative Council strongly
requestsSeattleUniversity's administration to discontinueitsenforcement of
a policy thatdoesnot legally or administratively exist,and recognize therights
students and student organizations to distribute condoms on campus

°^

I

property.

Chair: Ron Lai uarca
Ayes: (8) Susan Peacey, Peter Koski, Ron Lamarca, Molly McCarthy, Alex
Alvarez, Angela Rivieccio, Nic Romero, Lindsey Greto
Hinderlie
N
Frankie
N
(1)
Jake
Dixon
Abstentions:

.

.
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Career and
Volunteer Fair

su.

Available

Incumbent with excellent
verbal /written skills to
Make a change! Attend the represent Vocationalist
Services,
2nd annual Fremont Public Rehabilitation
provides
Association Career and a Program that
employment assistance to
Volunteer Fair Meet with
area
& for- those with central ncrprofit agencies to learn vous system disorders.
Flexible work schedule.
about career, volunteer
$13/
hr. Fax resumes : attn:
and
opportuni(206) 731ties. Feb 21 Ip.m. -5 p.m. Dave clemmons
6088, or mail to:
Attn:
at 1501 N. 45th street,
NeurologiDave
Clemmons
Seattle
Call (206) 694-6843 for cal Rehabilitation SerStop 359744
info Admission is free! viees Mail
Seattle, WA 98104

3/1/00.

(206) 362-7305
817-9538.

or

can

INK-JET CARTRIDGES ARE
EXPENSIVE!!!
Save 30%-60% ON ALL INKJET, LASER, FAX, AND COPIER
SUPPLIES.

KOOmmaie Wanted

non-profit

training'

_,

,
Forßent

Office Assistant Position

Located in busy medical
End of Feb " thru J^ 1
office on Swedish campus.
$535 includes heat
Filing, phones, deliver- bedroom
& water. Extra bed in livingroom.
Medical office experiFriendly neighbors. Call
ence preferred. $9/hr.
325 4052
10-20 hrs/wk. Call Bey
■

-

-3401217

Job

_Special-,
,
Development
_

Forßent

Ink jet Cartridges

(206)

Roommate wanted to share
3bd/2ba apt. Condo quality, w/d in unit, secured
building, all you need is
your bed, towel & toothbrush! Rent $350 + utilities. Call 425-260-0675

Web:
www.firstclassgroup.com,

or:email
info@firstclassgroup.com

Phone (215)891-1792.

The Spectator
is where it's at!
_
m
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T advertise
Call ROltlie
Police "at (206)296-6474 Or fax
her at (206)296-6477.
The cost for classifieds is
$2 for the first 20 words and
10 cents a word thereafter.
All classified ads must be

°
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A

Friday
submitted by
J
J at 5 p.m.
r

for the Thursday edition.
Pre~Pay please.

Ist-50%

spacious 3 bedroom, capitol Hill area. Recently
Only 2 blocks away from renovated. $1200 00/month.

.

"1

li

tTiecora's
Original

£$m

fy/f

*York StyLe 'Pizza
S. U. Nite!

Every Thursday

$7.08 17inch
Corner of 14th & Madison
free parking in rear

*Please mention this ad when ordering-valid only with student ID card
The Spectator
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ON CAMPUS IOor cre£
-

2/18 Fiesta Caliente in Campion
Ballroom @ 9 p.m. Tickets are $5 and
available @ the CAC or the door. For
more information call (206) 296-6050.

-

2/19 Shaft in Pigott Atrium @ 9 p.m.
Tickets on sale @ the CAC and Columbia
St. Cafe, $10/person, $18/couple, $45/
group of six.
2/21 27 -SU Fine Arts Department
presents Uncle Vanya in the Fine Arts
Building's Vachon Room. Mon. Sat. @
7:30p.m. and Sun. @ 2:30p.m. Tickets $8
general, $5 seniors and SU faculty, staff
andstudents.For more information call
(206) 296-5360.
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21IS- Organist William Porter @ St. Mark's Cathedral,8 p.m. Tickets $18
general, $13 students/seniors. For more information call the Cathedral
Sn°P @ (206) 3231040.

-

2/19 Talk and Reception with Dr. Gordon Hirabayashi for Day of
Rememberance for Executive Order 9066 @ Northwest Asian American
Theatre, 1p.m. Free.

2/21 "The Meaning of the Eucharist"
lecture withFather Paul Jankowiak, SJ
@ 6 p.m. in the Chapel of St. Ignatius.
2/21 "Consequences of Vision and
Mission: Conflict, Death and
Resurrection" lecture with Father John
Topel, SJ in Wyckoff Auditorium @ 3
p.m.

-

2/19"21

- Tours ofuss Comstock

2/22-3/3

-

@ Pier 66, 1p.m. to 4 p.m.

- "Image Makers VII" photography show @ Seattle Central

-

-

- "The Dalai Lama vs. Baywatch:

Community College Art Gallery. Mon. Fri. 9 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and 5 p.m. to
7 P-m on Tues andWed For more information call 344-4379.

Sustainability for the 21st Century"
lecture withJohn C. Ryan @ 3:30 p.m. in
Casey Atrium.

2/22 6omez witn Sumack @ the Showbow, 9 p.m. Tickets $12.50 in
advance.

2/22

1

SPORTS
_^m^wm^w^M
_^-<#!^ s^:^&-KwS^^V*w»«^SS^ 2/17 Women's basketball @ Western New
l

2/17-Men's basketball® Simon FraserUniver-

2/19 ~ Women>s basketball @ Montana State2/19 - Men's basketball vs. Simon Fraser Uni

-s§fe^?^Ss^f^
Some people will be able

picture for awhile.

to see a 3-D image after staring at this

Those people should probably get some sleep.

—

2/23 Men's basketball VS. Western Oregon
|TJniversitV 7n m

